Many data are investigated by questionnaire. However, these data using questionnaire are discrete and more continuous data are needed. Therefore, a method of obtaining continuous data from discrete survey data based on non-linear least square and corresponding algorithm are proposed in this paper. Moreover, the survey data of travelers' income in Beijing-Shanghai Corridor are studied, and experimental results indicate that the method proposed is effective.
Introduction
Integrated transport is a complex system which consist many different divisions in accordance with the various modes of transport technical and economic characteristics. Proper study on mode split and forecasts of passenger volumes are basic works in the research of transportation. At present, random utility model (RUM) is popularly used for mode split and it is derived from the principle that each individual will choose alternative among those available so that they have maximum utility [1] .
There are many factors such as traveling fares, traveling time and income of travelers influencing travelers' behavior for mode choice. The data of traveling fares and time can be obtained from airlines, railway stations and bus terminals. As for passengers' income, they must be obtained by survey. However, it is impossible for every traveler to provide his income precisely. Therefore, a questionnaire should be designed as simple as possible when we collect data. One simple and common method is to provide several intervals of income in the questionnaire and let the investigated passengers to choose a suitable interval according to their income. These survey data are discrete by questionnaire. In this paper, we focus on the technique of continua recovery from the discrete survey data to meet the needs of real economy research.
Data Source and Analysis
In real life, there are many random variables, which are influenced by a large number of independent stochastic factors. Among these factors, if the effect of each individual is very small, the random variables should follow normal distribution approximately [2] . In generally speaking, the income of residents is roughly normally distributed [3] [4] [5] [6] , that is to say, most residents' income are close to the average, though a small number of outliers have income significantly above or below the mean. Therefore, we assume that monthly income of passengers follows normal distribution in this paper.
Because it is expensive to collect the data of passengers' income by questionnaire, the data in this paper come from [7] and are shown in table I. 
3.Calibration of Income Distribution Function

A. Calibration
Given a function 
is nonlinear function, the point estimation of unknown parameters , is obtained by using a nonlinear least square method [8] . At first, a Taylor series expansion is applied , and we obtain. 
The solution procedure of one ordered partial derivatives of the function is as follows. 
B. Experimental results
We use the data in To validate the effectiveness of the proposed method, 7534 data are randomly generated according to normal distribution of (15), and rearranged in table II. , that is to say, the average of travelers' income is about 1470.3 yuan, which is accordant with the Chinese practical situation in 2002.
From the data in table II, we can see that the random generated data according to (15) approximate to the real ones. However, the relative error is big. It is because that the income is divided into 5 intervals in our experiment and every interval length is too large. To improve the precision of model estimation, intervals should be far enough apart so that each interval length is short.
Conclusion
The survey data are always discrete, but more continuous data are needed in practice. Therefore, a continuance method for discrete survey data based on nonlinear LS estimation is proposed in this paper. The data of travelers' income in Beijing-Shanghai corridor are analyzed, and experimental results demonstrate that the proposed method is effective and reliable. Though the relative error is not so small, but the result is convinced, and it provides a new idea for continuance and interpolating for discrete panel survey data.
